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Once again, we have dealt 
with the topic of film roll 
storage and handling and 
created a new product 
family: The lifting hook 
TimStick in combination 
with the new Twister Slot 
is the perfect solution for 
back-friendly handling of 
film rolls. 

If you prefer to store rolls 
of film horizontally, the 
Treemaxx Flexi is just 
the thing: the mobile film 
rack is designed so that 
the 16 roll carriers can 
be adapted for different 
material widths from 100 
to 160 cm. 

For storing sheet material 
for sign making, we offer 
the height-adjustable  
YelloSheetSlider sheet 
storage system. If 
required, it can also be 
extended in length with 
additional elements. 

From now on, it will be 
much easier for car wrap-
pers to position the film 
precisely when applying 
it in the mid-section. With 
the FloMeter we present 
the ultimate all-in-one 
solution of tape measures: 
Four different scales make 

it possible to determine 
the centre point quickly 
and without a lot of calcu-
lations. 
We wouldn’t be Yello-
tools if we couldn’t also 
introduce a couple of new 
squeegees. The multi-pur-
pose squeegee ProWrap 
360 is a real all-rounder 
with numerous applica-
tion possibilities. Trying 
it out is clearly more 
important than studying 
it - just take the tool in 
your hands and discover 
its literal “versatility”!

With the WrapDragon, 
we are once again setting 
the standard among 4” 
squeegees: A new manu-
facturing process allows 
a burr-free use of the 
whole tool. As usual, the 
ergonomically shaped 
squeegee is available in 
different hardnesses and 
can be used with Yello-
Wings 4” squeegee pads.

Discover more new prod-
ucts in this brochure and 
over 500 tools and acces-
sories in our webshop. 

Have fun!

New tools for 2023
Yellotools is always looking for the best tools for 
signmaking and car wrapping, and we are often 
inspired by our customers to develop new prod-
ucts. Of course, we made this our task again this 
year and created some exciting new tools and ac-
cessories for you. Michael Althoff  | CEO

 Yellotools

Dear customers and friends of 
Yellotools,

I am absolutely delighted that 
we can all come together again 
at a trade show like before 
the pandemic. But even after 
Corona, there are problems in 
the world that we all have to 
face. The extremely increased 
prices of the important raw 
materials for our production 
and the tense global political 
situation require us to focus 
on the essentials and act deci-
sively. We accept these new 
challenges: We pursue our goals 
with fighting spirit and passion, 
to provide you with the best 
tools for moving to the next 
level. Because your success is 
our reward, and the only way 
OUT is FORWARDS!!!

That’s why we’re focusing on 
growth in all areas! We have 
recently enlarged our machine 
park and, with a lot of passion, 
further expanded our head-
quarters in beautiful Windeck 
county. And we have also been 
able to add more Yello’s to our 
family. Among other things, our 
new colleagues are helping us 
to advance in video production 
- we are already curious to see 
how you like the new content! 
So no expense or effort has 
been spared to make our 
LEAN manufactory even more  
efficient and productive. 

My great team has really worked 
hard on new innovations for 
you over the winter 😃 We are 
grateful for your brilliant ideas, 
which we have made possible 
for all the professionals out 
there. YOU GUYS ARE SIMPLY 
THE BEST!!!

We hope that our latest 
creations will make you happy 
and make your work EASIER 
AND FASTER. It’s not for 
nothing that we are the best 
partner when it comes to tools 
Made in Germany for sign-
makers and car wrappers 😉

Unfortunately, success also 
leads to envy - The phrase 
“Often copied - never equalled” 
applies to us just as it does to 
other market leaders. But only 
where Yellotools is written on it, 
there is Yellotools in it!

We don´t IMMITATE, 
we INNOVATE!

Rock on 🤘

Yours Michel

It’s FESPA time!
Wachrütteln 15 

Information on page 24
New products 

 from page 3
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The classic 4” Squeegee

• central recess for improved  
	 handling	(center	finder)
• different	radii	at	the	 
 squeegee corners
• 8	different	degrees	of	 
 Shore hardness
• 3 material types

The versatile trapezoidal 
squeegee 

• “Center	finder”	to	find	 
 the center of the squeegee  
 without looking.
• Improved, recessed grip 
• different	corner	radii
• a hole for accessories such as  
 the EasyCord

Two different squeegee 
sizes in one tool

• improved grip recess 
• central	recess	for	optimal	 
	 handling	(center	finder)
• different	corner	radii	for	 
	 applications	in	beads	and	 
 crevices
• two holes for accessories 

Let the dragon fly!

Product features: Shore hardness:
• ergonomic plastic squeegee  
 for vinyl application
• 3x R4 radius and 1x 90° edge 
• central recess for improved  
 handling (center finder) 
• 7 different degrees of  
 Shore hardness

• Green (40 Shore D): very soft  
 and flexible
• Blue (62 Shore D): rather  
 soft, inexpensive
• Antistatic (70 Shore D):  
 medium soft, antistatic  
 material

• Gold (72 Shore D): medium soft
• Pink (72 Shore D): medium soft
• Orange (82 Shore D): rather hard
• Teflon (89 Shore D):  very hard,  
 refined with Teflon technology 
• Peekaboo (93 Shore D): hard,  
 trendy smoked glass look

We proudly present the latest member of the 
Yellotools squeegee family: the WrapDragon!

This wrapping dragon really has it all: Thanks 
to the notches in the two short flanks of the 
squeegee, you can now get on much better 
with wrapping work in recesses and obstructed 
angles and can apply the film perfectly.
In addition, the four outer flanks cushion the 
contact pressure of the corners in a completely 
different way to conventionally shaped  
squeegees.

The WrapDragon features three R4 radii and 
a 90° edge at the corners. This was requested 
by our beta testers, who particularly liked the 
squared off corner for applying vinyls under 
mouldings and edges. Even deliberate cutting 
of the film is possible with this edge.

A new manufacturing process makes the 
asymmetrical corner arrangement possible 
and allows the whole tool to be used without 
residual plastic burrs.

WrapDragon, of course, is available in the 
typical Yellotools colours and the corre-
sponding degrees of hardness - from very 
soft to extremely hard, Teflon-coated or anti-
static. The WrapDragon, like our other plastic 
squeegees and WrapSticks, is manufactured 
with high-quality, non-carcinogenic plastics in 
our in-house injection moulding department, 
so you can also “park” this new tool in your 
mouth without hesitation :)

from 2,61 €
+ VAT and shipping

ProBasic

ProWrap

ProWrap Duo

The new 4” squeegee for vinyl application on vehicles and in the signmaking industry
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Cutting aid for car wrapping  

With the WrapSlipCut Mini, 
cutting	the	film	in	parallel	is	con-
venient and easy: The integrat-
ed slots serve as a knife guide 
and also as a spacer - so the 
distance to the window frame 
always remains constant!

Teflon squeegee with 
parallel slots for exact 
distance cuts

An	 extremely	 slidable	 Teflon	
squeegee with parallel slots 
through	 which	 the	 blade	 is	
guided with exact spacing 
during	 cutting.	 This	 makes	 it	
possible	 to	 create	 a	 clean	 film	
cut on vehicle edges and win-
dows	in	no	time.

Cut car wrapping films 
precisely 

• handy knife guide with spacer
• ergonomic shape
• foldable	front	part

• 
•  

WrapDragon SlipCut 
Teflon squeegee with blade guidance slots for 
precise distance cuts

With the WrapDragon SlipCut, we expand 
our series of edge cutting aids for all types 
of film applications. This combination of the 
WrapDragon plastic squeegee and the parallel 
slots of the WrapSlipCuts for precise blade 
guidance is ideal for clean edge cuts.

The 90° edge of the WrapDragon makes it 
possible to align a horizontal or vertical cut 
exactly in the corner of a window frame and 
then perform it using the SlipCut method: The 
cutting aid is moved parallel with the blade 
and guarantees a perfect cut at a constant 
distance from the inner window edge. 

The low-friction Teflon material of the  
WrapDragon SlipCut prevents skidding on all 
surfaces. 

In addition to large-area applications with 
window, mirror or decorative films, the  
WrapDragon SlipCut is also perfect for use 
with window tinting and car wrapping films, 
as well as with plotter and furniture wrapping 
films.

• plastic squeegee with integrated blade guidance 
• blade guide also serves as a spacer
• different cutting distances are possible
• Teflon material with excellent gliding properties
• 3x R4 radius and 1x 90° edge
• ergonomic shape

Product features:

WrapSlipCut MagicMaster

WrapSlipCut Clipper

WrapSlipcut Mini

12,90 €
+ VAT and shipping

R4 radius with 
parallel slots  
2 mm spacing

90° edge with 
parallel slots  
2 mm spacing
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Microfiber squeegee pads 

• especially good for very  
	 sensitive	surfaces
• available	in	5	sizes
• SlimSkin	and	BigBuffer

Felt squeegee pads

• for coarse-pored surfaces  
 such as FOREX
• available	in	3	sizes

Polyester squeegee pad

• elastic	polymer	
• extremely	durable
• protects	reliably	against	 
 scratches 
• available	in	7	sizes
• SlimSkin	and	BigBuffer

Soft squeegee pads

• Alcantara-like material 
• optimal	scratch	protection
• excellent	gliding	properties
• available	in	5	sizes

ProBasic

YelloWings Plek
Teflon
Self-adhesive Teflon pads

Product features:
• plastic squeegee made from organic materials
• food safe / BPA and phthalate free
• complies with the European Toy Directive  
 (safe for children)
• 100% REACH & FDA compliant material
• 100% industrially compostable
• 100% CO2-neutral combustion

• 100% closed CO2 cycle
• ZERO petroleum-based substances
• ZERO residues
• ZERO microplastics
• Made in Germany

YelloWings Plek Teflon glide perfectly over film 
materials of all kinds - try it yourself!

Product features:

• self-adhesive squeegee pad
• material: teflon-coated fabric 
   improves the gliding properties
• packaging unit: pack of 5

The ProBasic ZERO’s material consists of 
100% bio-based components, 30% of which 
are obtained from renewable raw materials 
such as sugar cane and cellulose. Thanks to this 
innovative mixture of materials, the ProBasic 
ZERO offers unique properties: it is industri-
ally compostable and also burns CO2-free, 
as the material contains no petroleum or sili-
cone. In addition, the material complies with 
the European REACH regulation and is food-
safe; it also meets the requirements of the  
American FDA*.

Of course, the ProBasic ZERO squeegee can 
be used without any restrictions for applica-
tions in sign making and car wrapping. With 

a comfortable Shore hardness of 60°, it is 
flexible enough for car wrap jobs. Due to the 
established side length of 4”, all YelloWings 
squeegee pads can be used with this format. 

With the ProBasic ZERO, we are setting an 
example as a manufacturer for more environ-
mental awareness - would you as customers 
like to support us in spreading this message in 
the signmaking industry? The ProBasic ZERO 
is also an excellent marketing tool to get the 
message of more sustainability out to your 
customers!

A synthetic product for the future: no 
silicone, no petroleum, no CO2!

5,99 €
+ VAT and shipping

Yellowings Microfine

Yellowings felt

Yellowings Poly

Yellowings Micro

*The product is suitable for contact with all foods that meet FDA food types I to IX (except infant formula, breast milk and foods 
containing alcohol) and meets FDA use criteria C to G.

7,33 €
+ VAT and shipping
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1. In addition to the “standard”, 76 mm long 
application surfaces which ensure the usual 
way of working, special features are the 
perfect haptics of the handy shape and the 
different side parts. Thanks to a new injection 
molding method, this squeegee is completely 
usable all around - hence the name 360!

2. The left side allows not only a perma-
nent 30° work angle to the film as with our 
popular ProWrap Betty squeegee - due to 
the flattening of the squeegee lip, it is now 
also possible to transfer the entire squeegee 
surface with uniform contact pressure to the 
entire contour. This feature allows the film to 
be applied deeply behind sealing rubbers or 
headlight housings.

3. The right side is rounded at the top and 
bottom to the application blade flank to  

guarantee a smooth transition during the 
spreading motion and no damage to the 
surface (film or object).

4. The rounded and flattened tip of the right 
side allows the lifting of rubber seals before 
or during the application and is perfect for 
applying films into joints and beads in one 
motion. Here, too, the 30° angle ensures 
crease-free results. 

The rounded overall shape also prevents 
annoying puncturing and scratching of the 
tool in your pockets. It comes with the typical 
Yellotools grip surfaces (5) and features the 
practical center finder (6) for quick positioning 
of the squeegee in the palm of your hand.

The plektrum squeegee for 
vinyl applications

• ergonomic shape with  
 CenterFinder
• designed	by	Rainer	Lorz
• four	different	Shore	grades
• fitting	squeegee	pads	with	 
	 polyfibre	or	Teflon-coated	 
 material

Squeegee system with 
interchangeable squeegee 
lips in various degrees of 
hardness

• individually	combinable	 
 squeegee system
• ergonomic handle
• can	be	used	on	both	sides
• hardness grades from 35 to  
 93 Shore D

The new plastic squeegee 
for perfect car wrapping 
results

Safe and fast squeegeeing for 
any	 partial	 or	 full	 application	
thanks to its special 30° shape.

ProWrap 360 
Our customer Michel Wülpern of 
Folientechnik Rotenburg asked us 
to realize his “dream squeegee”. 
The arguments for this innovative 
new application tool convinced us:

• Green (40 Shore D): very soft and flexible; for  
 curved, round parts such as fenders, mirror  
 caps, helmets, etc.
• Gold (72 Shore D): medium soft; the classic  
 option for all sign making applications

• Teflon (89 Shore D): very hard, refined with  
 Teflon technology; high gliding properties; for  
 use on seals and window frames (cutting and  
 squeegeeing)

Shore hardness:

Yel-Lo plek

Yellotwin

prowrap betty

5,29 €
+ VAT and shipping
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WetMaxx
Perfectly apply films on glass panes and 
vehicle windows

Product features:

The new WetMaxx squeegee system makes 
wet application of window films, tinting films 
and decorative films easier than ever: The 
squeegee blade, specially developed for flat 
glass applications, glides  smoothly over the 
film and expels the application fluid without 
leaving any air pockets. Be it UV protection 
films on office windows, decorative films on 
partitions in the restrooms or window tinting 
films on rear and side car windows - Yellotools 
WetMaxx is the ideal tool for professional 
applications in signmaking and car wrap-
ping! The squeegee blade is available in two 
degrees of hardness and three shape variants: 
the orange version with 90° shore is perfect 
for applications on curved vehicle windows, 
the white variant (95° shore) is designed for 
flat glass surfaces such as shop windows and 
glass facades.In addition to the rectangular 
version with a width of 130 mm (only in 90° 
shore), we offer two trapezoidal versions with 
widths of 130 and 160 mm and 15° of edge 
angle, each available with 90° and 95° shore. 

Two sturdy aluminum retaining plates hold the 
WetMaxx squeegee blade securely in their 
center, and the ergonomic handle is equipped 
with a non-slip, skin-friendly material. The 
tilt angle of the squeegee blade is contin-
uously adjustable. To do this, simply loosen 
the holding screws, adjust the angle and then 
re-tighten the screws. To protect the film 
material from scratches, we have covered the 
lower holding plate with our proven microfibre 
fabric. This patch is pre-assembled and can be 
reordered individually. 

Depending on the job, the WetMaxx can be 
quickly modified, for example by replacing the 
squeegee blade or mounting the additional 
handle for more contact pressure. WetMaxx is 
a tool with lots of potential uses and can easily 
replace many other application tools in your 
tool bag!

All components of the WetMaxx squeegee 
system are available individually: From the 
squeegee blade to the handle to the extra grip 
handle, you can assemble your WetMaxx indi-
vidually. As a standard recommendation, we 
offer the handle together with the different 
squeegee blades in pairs.

from 89,99 €
+ VAT and shipping

Sandwich squeegee for 
applying paint protection 
and window tinting films

The Yellotools PPF Sandwich 
is	 stable	 enough	 to	 exert	 op-
timum	pressure	on	 the	squee-
gee edge. The pointed edge 
geometry	 enables	 optimal	
working	out	of	 the	application	
liquid	 up	 to	 the	 film	 edges. 
Our PPF Sandwich squeegee is 
available	in	two	widths:	
10	x	7	cm	and	12.5	x	7	cm.

Mini squeegees for PPF 
applications 

With	 the	 Z-Stick	 PPF	 installa-
tions	succeed	perfectly	even	in	 
difficult	places.

Mark PPF film overhangs for 
exact fits

With the help of the Bumper-
Racer,	 the	 application	 area	
can	 be	 marked	 on	 a	 transfer	
or	 stencil	 film	 in	 just	 a	 few	
minutes: Simply select the ap-
propriate racer and mark the 
desired dimensions with a pen.

PPF Sandwich

Z-Stick

Bumperracer

• Heavy-duty squeegee system  
 for wet applications on glass  
 surfaces
• Two degrees of hardness  
 available: 90° and 95° Shore
• Three shape variants:  
 130 mm rectangle  
 130 mm trapezoid  
 160 mm trapezoid

• Squeegee blade dimensions  
 (W x L x H): 130 x 50 x 6 mm  
 (S / T / TH 130) resp.  
 160 x 50 x 6 mm (T / TH 160)
• Ergonomic, non-slip aluminum  
 handle
• Infinitely adjustable angle of 
  inclination

• Microfiber cover for scratch- 
 free application
• Additional handle for more  
 contact pressure during  
 application
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Magnetic squeegee pens 
for detail vinyl applications 

Yellotools	WrapSticks	are	avail-
able	 in	 7	 shape	 variants	 and	
5	 different	 materials.	 The	 dif-
ferent	 shapes	 are	 suitable	 for	
applications	 on	 rubber	 seals,	
beadings	 and	 other	 recesses	
or for working on door han-
dles, headlight housings, park-
ing sensors, etc. Depending on 
the	 plastic	 material	 used,	 the	
Green, Gold, Orange, Peeka-
boo	 and	 Teflon	 variants	 offer	
different	 bending	 strengths	
and	gliding	properties.

WrapSticks ECO
Now also available as lightweight  
Eco variant!

Yellotools WrapSticks are custom-designed 
for detail work in car wrapping. These specially 
shaped squeegee sticks are used to apply car 
wrap vinyls in hard-to-reach spots on the 
vehicle, such as body gaps, rubber seals and 
recessed parts like headlight housings. 

With the WrapStick Eco series, we addition-
ally offer a “slimmed-down” product line, 
which, unlike the regular WrapSticks, are 
delivered without integrated holding magnets. 
This not only reduces the weight of the  
squeegees, but also the price

Everything else remains unchanged: the 7 
variants of the WrapSticks Eco, with 5 degrees 
of hardness and 13 different tool tips, are the 
first choice for any detail application in car 
wrapping!

Selection options:

9,99 €
+ VAT and shipping

WrapSticks

WrapStick Flex

WrapStick Carson

WrapStick Betty

WrapStick Hook

WrapStick HangLoose

WrapStick Sloan

WrapStick Tupp

WrapStick Beavertail

• WrapStick Eco Betty Gold / Green
• WrapStick Eco Carson Gold / Teflon / Peekaboo
• WrapStick Eco Flex Gold / Orange / Teflon
• WrapStick Eco HangLoose
• WrapStick Eco Hook
• WrapStick Eco Sloan Gold / Teflon / Peekaboo
• WrapStick Eco Tupp Gold / Teflon
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Backing paper cutter with 
Teflon glide base  

• top	sheet	and	vinyl	cutter	for	 
 clean & safe cuts
• glide	base	with	high-quality	 
	 Teflon	coating
• excellent	gliding	properties
• steel	replacement	blades,	 
	 optionally	with	titanium	 
	 coating

Dual-bladed vinyl film 
cutting knife  

• backing	paper	cutter	for	 
 center strip cuts
• excellent	gliding	properties
• glide	base	with	high-quality	 
	 Teflon	foil	
• steel	replacement	blades,	 
	 optionally	with	titanium	 
	 coating

Backing paper and vinyl 
cutter with large handle

• vinyl	film	cutter	for	clean	&	 
 safe cuts
• excellent	gliding	properties
• large	handle	for	optimal	 
 handling
• configurable	for	pull	or	push	 
 cuts
• cutter	base	with	high-quality	 
	 Teflon	foil	
• optional	Teflon	slide	base	 
	 (can	be	ordered	separately)
• steel	replacement	blades,	 
	 optionally	with	titanium	 
	 coating

Product features:

BodyGuard Knife Teflon

BodyGuard Knife Twin

BodyGuard Knife Duo hd

• specialty cutter for vinyl films, liners and backing papers
• can be used for pull and push cuts
•  glide base with high-quality Teflon coating
• excellent gliding properties
• catch hook for handy storage
• integrated bottle opener
• steel replacement blades, optionally available with titanium coating

BodyGuard Knife EVO
Specialty knife with Teflon coating for push and pull cuts

It’s time for another evolutionary step in the 
Yellotools range: we are constantly optimising 
our tools and trying to combine the functions 
of different products in a useful way. 

With the new BodyGuardKnife EVO, you 
get the best features of the BodyGuard-
Knife series along with some new options. 
The BodyGuardKnife Teflon contributed the 
Teflon-coated cutter base: It offers optimal 
gliding properties and guarantees a clean and 
safe cut, protecting the film and the substrate. 
Self-adhesive films, silicone liners and backing 
papers can be cut together or separately.
In addition, the BodyGuardKnife EVO features 
the switch function of the LongReach Duo: if 

required, the cutting direction can be changed 
from pull to push cut. To do this, simply loosen 
the knurled screw, turn the cutting head 
around and fasten it again with the screw.

At the suggestion of our friend Rainer Lorz, 
we developed another practical detail for the 
BodyGuardKnife EVO: The catch hook inte-
grated in the new handle design keeps the 
knife always ready to hand in your pocket.

And for the well-deserved after-work drink, 
there’s a bottle opener at the end of the handle 
- an evolution which we think is perfect!

41,71 €
+ VAT and shipping

Push cut

Pull cut

Catch hook 
for your pocket

Teflon-coated 
base

Bottle opener
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PPF application foam

1	 litre	of	APE	FoamPotion	will	
produce	 around	 20	 liters	 of	
application	foam.	The	practical	
dosing	 aid	 in	 the	1	 litre	 bottle	
saves	 you	 any	 fiddling	 with	
measuring cups: Simply open 
the second lid in the dosing 
bottle	 and	 press	 the	 bottle	 in	
slightly	until	the	small	contain-
er	(50	ml)	has	filled	up.	Add	this	
to	1	litre	of	distilled	water,	and	
the	FoamPotion	is	ready	for	the	
next	application.	

PPF application fluid

Wrapping	 expert	 Rainer	 Lorz	
also	 uses	 the	 ApplePotion	
for perfect pre-cleaning and 
post-cleaning due to its out-
standing features. For this pur-
pose, he recommends adding 
one	 dosage	 unit	 (50	ml)	 to	 10	
liters of water - this way you 
get	a	fantastic	surface	cleaner.

10 litre canister
APE FoamPotion & APE ApplePotion - Our application fluids now also available 
in the practical 10 litre canister. Easy dosage, high effectiveness,  
low consumption!

For optimal PPF installation, an application 
liquid that meets with the special properties 
of these films should be used.

The 10 litre canister is the perfect choice 
for recurring applications: Compared to 
the purchase of ten 1-litre bottles, you 
save more than 16% ! 

Yellotools APE ApplePotion allows the film 
to glide perfectly and to adhere by applying 
pressure. The film can be removed after a 
short time without any problems, making any 
corrections and changes easy.

Due to the basic properties of this potion, the 
adhesive of the protection film is not attacked 
and the film receives the desired glossy finish. 
The Low Cloud technology also prevents the 
adhesive from forming clouds or becoming 
milky through the transparent film. The APE 
ApplePotion of course is fully biodegradable, 
skin-friendly, clinically tested and pH-neutral.

As an alternative to conventional applica-
tion fluids, we offer the APE FoamPotion, a 
pH-neutral foam specially developed for the 
application of paint protection films.
The advantages of APE FoamPotion:

• lasts longer than any regular application 
liquid

• creates a “distance” between the film and 
the substrate

• makes it easily visible where the squeegee 
has already been used

• quick adhesion after squeegeeing
• does not contain alcohol and is therefore 

not aggressive to the film’s adhesive
• can be easily washed out

• APE FoamPotion: Application foam for  
 paint protection films
• APE ApplePotion: Application fluid for  
 paint protection films
• 1 litre  bottle with dosage aid
• 10 litre canister for use with dosing pump ( 
 sold separately)

• excellent yield: 1 litre of APE ApplePotion  
 equals 20 litres of application fluid
• completely biodegradable
• skin-friendly
• clinically tested
• pH-neutral

Product features:

from 174,90 €
+ VAT and shipping

APE FoamPotion - 1 Litre

APE applePotion - 1 litre

SCAN & WATCH
VIDEO
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Pressure spray bottle with 
adjustable spray nozzle

To	 obtain	 a	 uniform	 foam	
pattern	 when	 using	 APE	
FoamPotion	 PPF	 application	
foam, we recommend the 
EasyPump Foam pump spray 
bottle	with	its	special	nozzle.

The	capacity	of	the	bottle	is	1.5	
liters, and the Ergo Grip allows 
for	fatigue-free	working.

Spray bottle for application 
fluid and surface cleaner

For	 optimal	 distribution	
of	 these	 fluids,	 we	 offer	 
the professional EasyPump 
pressure pump sprayer. With 
this	 pump	 spray	 bottle,	 its	
special seals also withstand 
most alcohol cleaners such as 
YelloJack.

The	 spray	 pattern	 is	 designed	
to meet the challenges of all 
types	 of	 film	 applications:	
Simply prime the pump a few 
times	to	create	a	durable	spray	
and then go for it!

Dosing pump 10 ml

Product features:

With this pump you can easily and cleanly 
dose the exact amount of APE ApplePotion 
or APE FoamPotion from the 10 litre canister. 
Each cycle moves 10 ml of liquid.

The dosing pump is simply screwed onto the 
canister and seals tightly.

Rainer Lorz of FinestMedia wanted a squeegee 
for wet applications with the size and shape of 
the popular ProWrap trapezoidal squeegee.  
We were happy to comply with this request:

Due to the familiar shape, this squeegee lies 
perfectly in the hand, you feel immediately 
comfortable with it. The two-layer structure 
provides stability and flexibility at the same 
time. 

The DuoGreen is the harder and the DuoRed 
the softer version of this professional squeegee.

Different edge grinds of 30, 45 and 90 degrees 
allow different pressure to be applied during 
squeegeeing. 

When applying window tinting films, the liquid 
is optimally worked out of the film, and the 
pressure can be increased by simply turning 
the squeegee.

for APE ApplePotion and APE FoamPotion  
10 l canisters 

18,00 €
+ VAT and shipping

14,57 €
+ VAT and shipping

Easypump foam

Easypump

• for use with PPF application fluids in 10 litre canisters
• stable and durable design
• 10 ml capacity
• reusable
• suitable for DIN 45 thread

APE Duo 
Red & Green
PPF squeegee in two degrees 
of hardness for window tinting 
films and paint protection films
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The idea for the FloMeter came from 
our long-time friend and customer 
Florian Knirsch, who offers a wide range 
of vinyl applications with his company 
Knirsch Beschriftungen.
The FloMeter combines the scales of our 
YelloMeter product family on a single 
measuring tape. The multi-coloured print 
makes it easy to distinguish between the 
“regular” scale, the center finder function 
and the two scales for half values. This tape 
measure is perfect for accurately positioning 
graphics on vehicles and shop windows. If, for 
example, a car wrap vinyl has to run along the 
center of an engine cover, the total width of 
the panel is first measured with the top scale 
of the FloMeter.
Then you can read off half the value on the 
orange scale. The tape measure is then 
repositioned at half the width using the 
lower scale (center finder). The red arrow 
now indicates the exact center of the 
panel and makes it easier to align the film. 
 

The different scales of the FloMeter in over-
view:

• “regular” scale (top) with the zero at the 
left end

• “CenterZero” scale (bottom) with the zero  
in the middle of the scale and clearly 
visible indicator arrow

• “MF” scale with orange (half measured 
value) and blue (half intermediate 
value) digits

The FloMeter is made of high-quality 
polystyrene with multi-coloured printing. 
We currently offer the Plain and Gecko 
versions in lengths of 60 and 195 cm. 
The Gecko version features the Yello-
tools X-treme Mat on its back: with these 
adhesive mats, the tape measure sticks 
to smooth materials such as glass and 
metal - ideal for vertical film applications 
on shop windows and glass façades! 

Reinforced magnetic ruler 
with measuring scale

• extreme adhesive force on 
	 non-magnetic	surfaces
• 1 mm thick sheet
• 3	times	traction	force
• available in 3 lengths

Adhesive ruler for window 
filming

Thanks	 to	 our	 innovative	
X-treme	 Mat,	 the	 ruler	 sticks	
to the inside of the window 
and	 allows	 you	 to	 read	 the	
scale	 from	 the	 outside	 AND	
align	 and	 apply	 adhesive	 films	
accordingly.	 Available	 in	 three	
different	lengths.

Measuring tape with 
innovative scale system

• Available	in	these	variants 
 Flex, White, Mag, Gecko  
 and Clear. 
Three	different	scales:
• “S” - “normal” scale with the  
	 zero	at	the	left	end
• “CZ” - “CenterZero” scale with 
 zero in the middle of the scale
• “MF” - scale with red and  
	 blue	number	below	the	 
 black one, which shows the 
	 measured	value 
 divided by two

FloMeter
A tape measure for all your needs: Measuring and aligning made easy!

•     measuring tape with multiple scales
•     easy measuring and reading
•     regular scale, starting from 0
•     half-value scale (orange)
•     intermediate half-value scale (blue)

•     center finder with indicator arrow
•     material: Polystyrene, optionally fitted with 

 X-treme Mat
•     two lengths: 60 and 195 cm

Product features:

from 18,00 €
+ VAT & shipping

Magtape ruler power

Window wizard

YelloMeter
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Cable guide for car wrap 
applications

The	 sophisticated	 wooden	
construction	 is	 simply	 pushed	
in	front	of	the	wheel	and	fixed	
in	 place.	 The	 cable	 now	 runs	
along	the	guide	and	can	no	lon-
ger	get	stuck.	

Protective cap & separator 
for Yellotools WrapGun II

This	combination	of	protective	
cap	and	separator	reduces	the	
risk	of	injury	when	working	with	
the	 WrapGun	 II;	 in	 addition,	
the HeatCage S Mag can also 
be parked within easy reach on 
the vehicle body thanks to its 
large	magnetic	plate.	

Infrared temperature gauge 
for filming work

The	YelloShuttle	II	temperature	
scanner is perfectly matched to 
our	WrapGun	II	heat	gun	(Stei-
nel HG 2120 E).

YelloKNOX Mag
Magnetic holder for car wrapping heat 
guns

WrapGun II
Professional heat gun for installing car wrap vinyls 
and plotter films

Product features:

Many of our customers already use the magnetic 
WrapGun Mag heat gun holder for STEINEL 
heat guns when pre-heating and re-heating car wrap 
films.

In order to make work as easy and time-saving as 
possible for users of similar products by other 
manufacturers, we have developed a universal heat 
gun holder that can also be attached to the vehicle 
with a powerful magnet.

The YelloKNOX Mag keeps every heat gun as safely 
parked as the gold reserves in Fort Knox: the holder 
prevents the heat gun from shaking around or falling out. 
The heat is dissipated through the vents to prevent a 
build-up inside the holder.

The heat gun is simply put in the YelloKNOX Mag and 
can be pulled out just as easily - the holder remains on 
the vehicle.

With the electronically controlled WrapGun II, you get 
a powerful heat gun with a max. output of 2.200 Watts 
and a 5 m long, heat-resistant power cord. It enables 
you to move more freely and to continue your work 
without having to look for the next power socket. This 
also puts an end to the annoying dangling of the plug 
connection.

The WrapGun II also features a three-stage air volume 
regulation (150 - 500 l/min) and infinitely variable 
temperature adjustment (80 °C - 630 °C). In addi-
tion, there is a “cold stage” with 50 °C, and a 1-year 
warranty.

88,97 €
+ VAT & shipping

Cableflyer

Heatcage S

YelloShuttle ii

• electric heat gun for vinyl applications
• max. power: 2.200 W
• adjustable temperature from 80 °C to 630 °C 

• cold stage with 50 °C
• air volume regulation via 3 steps (150 - 500 l/min)
• heat-resistant power cord, 5 m length

49,90 €
+ VAT & shipping

Suitable	for:YelloKNOX Mag

SCAN & WATCH 
VIDEO
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• modular tool system for sign making and car 
 wrapping applications
• supports any combination of scalpel blade, drag 
 knife blade, weeding hook and piercing needle
• various application possibilities: cutting, weed 
 ing and removing air bubbles with only one tool

• scalpel blades are also available with Titanium 
 coating
• all system parts can also be ordered individually 

Product features:

49,90 €
+ VAT & shipping

Marking powder for cutting 
contours

By	dabbing	with	this	purely	or-
ganic	powder,	the	cutting	con-
tours	 on	plotted	flims	become	
visible. The EasyWeedPowder 
can	be	 removed	without	 leav-
ing	any	residue.

Weeding aid to pick up vinyl 
scraps 

The large plate for holding 
punches	 and	 other	 vinyl	 rem-
nants can be carried com-
fortably	 on	 each	 finger	 of	
the	 hand	 with	 its	 adjustable	 
Velcro fastener and kept ready 
within reach of the tweezers or 
weeding tool.

Thanks	 to	 the	 reusable	 Teflon 
surface,	 the	 double-sided	
self-adhesive pads can be re-
placed in seconds if necessary.

Professional tweezers in 
two colors and sizes

Janus System
Named after the ancient Roman god, the 
Janus tool system features two “heads”: The 
slim Janus Handle has a fine thread at both 
ends, to which different tool tips can be 
attached. Depending on the application, you 
can use any combination of scalpel blade, 
weeding hook, piercing needle or drag knife 
blade. This makes it easy to weed plotter and 
textile films, pierce air bubbles or cut curves 
and circles in vinyls without having to change 
tools.

The Janus system offers you maximum flex-
ibility with its various combination options: 
by simply exchanging the tool tips, you can 
quickly assemble the right tool for the current 
job.

The precisely machined threads make 
repeated tool changes very easy. The tool 
change is done utilizing a modular concept: 
One or two chucks (SlimChuck) for the blade, 
needle and hook or a Connector for the drag 
knife head (SwivelHead) can be attached to 
the Janus Handle. If you only use one end of 
the Janus Handle, the other end is closed with 
an Allen screw.

 Dual head tools for efficient work

EasyWeed Powder

EasyWeed ring

Signtweezer

SCAN &  WATCH 
VIDEO
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Easy-to-use bubble 
piercing tool 

As	 with	 the	 larger	 version,	
its needle is retractable and 
disappears	with	the	push	of	a	
button.	The	handy	pen	format	
allows the YelloPen Mini to be 
carried conveniently in any  
pocket or tool bag.

Wooden ladders for car 
wrapping professionals

• step ladder for car wrapping 
	 and	cleaning	applications
• two or three steps version
• max.	load:	150	kg
• material:	glued	wood,	18	mm 
 thick

Connector plate for 
WrapStep ladders 

• easy	and	time-saving 
 assembly
• wall	mount	available 
 separately
• material:	wood

YelloPen
Pen-shaped piercing tool - 
now with a new design!

The advantages of this piercing tool are, 
besides its ergonomic pen shape, the perfect 
needle guidance of the metal shaft and the 
reduced risk of injury: The needle tip simply 
disappears inside the handle at the push of a 
button - just like a ballpoint pen ;-)

In case the needle has become blunt, it can be 
reordered and replaced separately.

• modulares Werkzeug-System für Werbetechnik 
und Car Wrapping
•     kombinierbar mit Skalpellklinge, Schleppmes-
serklinge, Entgitterhaken und Aufstechnadel
•     vielfältige Anwendungsmöglichkeiten: 
Schneiden, Entgittern, Luftblasen entfernen mit 
nur einem Tool

• 
•     Skalpellklingen auch mit Titanbeschichtung 
erhältlich
•     alle Systemteile auch einzeln bestellbar

10,37 €
+ VAT & shipping

YelloPen Mini

WrapStep

WrapStep Walk

Product features:
• When the job is finished, the connecting plate 
can be stored on the wall either lengthwise or 
crosswise with the optional WrapStep Walk Wall 
Mount.

• Dimensions: (L x B x H): 50 x 14 x 6 cm
• Weight: 0,7 kg

19,90 €
+ VAT & shipping

YelloPen Mini

WrapStep

WrapStep Walk

WrapStep Walk Wall Mount
Wall storage attachment for WrapStep Walk connector plate
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• 
•  

Cutting template for 
furniture wrapping

Cutting	 template	 for	 butt-joint	
or overlapping vinyl applica-
tion.

Angled cutting template

Due	to	the	two	angles	(45°	and	
90°)	 and	 the	 two	 radii	 (3	 and	
6	mm)	on	 the	outer	 sides,	 the	
tool	 can	 be	 used	 as	 a	 perfect	
template on the object. The 
45°	 angle	 additionally	 serves	
as a wedge for the so-called 
butt-joint	cut.

Transparent drill hole 
template

The	Hole	 n’	 Cut	 is	 a	 drill	 hole	
and	 edge	 cutting	 template	 in	
one	tool!	A	scale	from	15	to	40	
mm	helps	you	to	either	make	a	
straight	 cut	or	 to	drill	 holes	at	
an even distance.

EdgeWrap Cutter Mastermind
Revised cutting template for perfect furniture wraps and sign edges

Our long-time friend and customer 
Zigfrid Tijunelis from Sign Maker Tools 
Canada gave us the inspiration to add more 
features to the popular EdgeWrap Cutter.  
 
The new EdgeWrap Cutter Mastermind 
offers the full range of features of the Edge-
Wrap Cutter, so that cuts can be made 
either butt-to-joint or with a single overlap. 
It also has additional cutting slots for uniform 
spacing, such as our WrapSlipCuts for window 
films: this allows the film overhangs to be cut 
uniformly in four steps from 0 to 20 mm for 
rear-side applications on tabletops and drawer 
fronts. In addition, 5 mm cuts are now possible 
for corner applications on furniture edges, in 
order to be able to conceal the film overlap 
even better. This produces perfect, flash-free 
results that meet even the highest demands.

Product features:

39,90 €
+ VAT & shipping

Edgewrap cutter

Ape cornertool

Hole N’ Cut xxl

• cutting template for furniture wraps and 
 advertising signs
• application can be done either overlapping or 
 butt-jointed
• blade guides for straight or 45 degree cuts

• cutting slots for exact spacing when applying 
 film on the reverse side
• material: POM, break-resistant
• dimensions (L x W x H): 13 x 17 x 0.8 mm
• weight: 180 g

SCAN & WATCH 
VIDEO
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Edge cutter for sign edges 
and window frames

• Cutting	widths:	3	/	4	/	5	mm, 
	 adjustable	by	spacers
• trapezoidal blades with 
	 titanium	coating	for 
 long service life

Adjustable pressure roller

• pressure	roller	for	bonding 
	 applications
• two	different	roll	hardnesses 
	 with	30°	/	65°	shore
• five	different	roll	widths	from 
 50 to 200 mm
• high performance rolls with 
 ball bearings
• stable	and	high-quality 
 workmanship
• aluminum	handle	joints

199,90 €
+ VAT & shipping

YelloSlipCut Set

Yelloroller Flexi

YelloGuide Flexi

360 Racer  Rotatable wrapping aid

The idea for the 360 Racer is based 
on the experience of our long-time 
friend and customer Florian Knirsch, 
who also offers furniture wrapping 
services with his company Knirsch 
Beschriftungen. Florian recognised 
the potential for a rotating stand with 
which furniture parts such as drawer 
boxes as well as smaller pieces of 
furniture such as shelves and bedside 
tables could be wrapped all around.

The base model of the 360 Racer 
comes with four wooden anti-slip 
pads which are covered with foam 
rubber. These pads run on metal rails 
and can be fixed at any distance from 
each other. This allows workpieces 
of various sizes to be placed on 
the turntable and rotated a full 
360 degrees. The turntable offers a 
locking device that fixes it at intervals of 22.5 
degrees. The 360 Racer can also be turned 
upside down to process larger pieces of 
furniture or boards: The square base plate is also 
covered with anti-slip material and can be used 
as a turntable, too.

In addition to wrapping small pieces of furniture 
and furniture parts, the 360 Racer can also be 
used to process sign blanks. For this purpose, 
we separately offer rubber suction cups in two 
different sizes, which are attached to the metal 
rails instead of the anti-slip pads.

Product features:
• rotatable application aid for furniture wrapping 
 and sign making
• solid construction made of Multiplex wood and 
 aluminium profiles
• adjustable anti-slip pads for workpieces of 
 different sizes
• lockable turntable

• can also be used upside down
• optional suction cups for sheet materials
• Quality Made in Germany
• weight: approx. 6 kg

Edge cutting aid 
centimeters

• alignment	and	cutting	aid 
	 for	signmaking	and	furniture 
 wrapping
• Material:	stainless	steel, 
	 plastic
• Diameter:	0	-	125	mm

Anti-slip pads made of wood, 
which are glued with pads 

made of foam rubber. These 
pads are included in the basic 

equipment.

The smaller SuctionCups are 
particularly suitable for softer 
sheet materials such as Dibo-

nd and Forex.  
Available separately.

The larger SuctionCups HD hold 
rigid plates made of glass, wood 
and metal securely on the swivel 

base. Available separately.
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Mobile film roll holder

• dimensions	(L	x	W	x	H): 
 105 x 60 x 190 cm
• max.	load	capacity:	250	kg
• storage	capacity	for	up	to 
	 42	rolls: 
	 20	rolls	up	to	60	cm 
	 22	rolls	up	to	120	cm

Mobile film roll rack with 
roll dispenser

In	 addition	 to	 the	 ingenious	
holding mechanism, Treemaxx 
EasyReach	Pro	offers	a	film	roll	
dispenser	with	cutting	bar	and	
length	counter.
• holds	up	to	12	rolls
• roll dispenser with 
	 cutting	bar	included
• cutting	mouse	included
• meter	counter	included
• stable stand
• movable
• max. load capacity 400 kg
• Made in Germany

Speed timberrack

TREEMAXX EASYREACH PRO

Product features: Available sizes:
• capacity: up to 16 rolls
• secure stand
• movable / shiftable
• two fixed castors and two  
 swivel castors with brakes
• max. load capacity: 400 kg
• Quality Made in Germany

• S - for roll widths from 100 to 126 cm
• M - for roll widths from 122 to 137 cm
• L - for roll widths from 137 to 160 cm

The Treemaxx Flexi is the ideal solution 
for storing vinyl film rolls with different 
widths. The sturdy wooden construc-
tion is designed to hold roll media with a 
core diameter of 3” and does not require 
metal bars for storage. Instead, the rolls 
are pushed onto wooden supports and  
secured on the opposite side with a slider. 
For better oversight, a storage card can be 
hooked into the slider. The slider is locked 
in the desired position by a clamp that is 
stored within easy reach in the side panel. 
This makes it possible to move the slider in 
or out depending on the width of the roll 
and to adjust the Treemaxx Flexi as needed.

Thanks to its robust fixed and swivel  
castors on the underside, the Treemaxx 
Flexi can be moved around the workshop as 

required. This means that the material rolls 
are always ready for cutting, plotting or 
printing and easily movable to a free space.

The Treemaxx Flexi 
can store up to 16 
rolls with a width 
of 100 to 160 cm 
at the same time. 
We offer three 
different sizes for 
rolls of window 
film, plotter film 
or car wrap-
ping film.

TreeMaxx Flexi
Mobile vinyl film roll carrier with adjustable roll holders

from 549,90 €
+ VAT & shipping
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Large wooden squeegee 
with flexible lip and 
microfiber cover

TimberMaxx	 Lip	 Micro	 is	
perfect	 for	 slightly	 uneven,	
concave	 /	 convex	 or	 softer	
surfaces	 that	 give	 way	 when	
squeegeed	 (such	 as	 already	
mounted	expo	walls).	This	XXL	
squeegee	 allows	 you	 to	 apply	
vinyl	films	on	even	slightly	rough	
surfaces	 without	 creating	 air	
bubbles.	 The	 sturdy	 squeegee	
lip	 is	 glued	 in	 place,	 the	 self-
adhesive	 microfiber	 strips	
can be replaced if necessary 
and prevent scratching when 
applying	glossy	films.

From	30	cm	up	to	165	cm.
You	 can	 choose	 from	 eleven	
different	 sizes	 to	 meet	 your	
requirements.

Mounting magnet

• holding	force	100	Newton
• tractive	force	10	kg
• shear force 3 kg
• for	application	work	without 
 assistance
• special	coating	protects	car 
	 bodies	and	other	surfaces
• weight	incl.	handle:	42	g
• dimensions	of	the	magnetic 
	 plate:	43	x	6	mm
• maximum	operating 
	 temperature:	60	°C

WindowFilm Butler Apply window films the easy way

Product features: Technical data

First, the Butler is fixed to the window 
or the lower window frame using the 
suction cups. Then, additional clips are 
inserted to prevent the butler from tilting.  

We recommend fixing it to the window frame 
so that no residue of the suction cups is left on 
the window pane.

The mobile version of the WindowFilm 
Butler can be easily pushed backwards or 
sideways with the foot after the film has 
been cut to size. The base plate provides 
storage options for small tools, like our 
WetMaxx flat glass squeegee, cleaning 
cloths, etc. Due to its distance from the 
floor, the WindowFilm Butler prevents 
the film from getting contaminated with 
dust or other particles.

from 59,90 €
+ VAT & shipping

Timbermaxx lip Micro

SpeedMag HD

• roll holder for window film applications 
 close to the floor
• quick and easy mounting on the  
 window pane or lower frame (Butler Fix)
• mobile version Butler Floor with 
 storage options for tools and accessories
• clean application: no contamination of 
 the window pane or film material

WindowFilm Butler Fix
• Dimensions (L x W x H): 50 x 16 x 7 cm
• Weight: 0,5 kg

WindowFilm Butler Floor
• Dimensions (L x W x H): 75 x 45 x 20 cm
• Weight: 3,4 kg

When applying films to windows which are 
close to the floor, the material roll is often in 
the way or cannot be unrolled properly. This is 
frustrating and takes time.

With the WindowFilm Butler, we offer you 
a film roll holder for window films which 
keeps the film ready to unwind. Simply insert 
the tinting or decorative film roll and pull it 

upwards to the window edge, then align and 
attach it

Two variants of the WindowFilm Butler are 
available.
The film is not contaminated when using the 
WindowFilm Butler due to the distance to the 
floor. Both can be quickly disassembled for 
transport.

WindowFilm Butler Fix  with suction cups

WindowFilm Butler Floor with base plate and castors

Example image
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Mobile film roll holder 

Thanks	 to	 our	 Twister,	 the	 re-
quired	 film	 rolls	 now	 remain	
upright	and	ready	to	be	used	at	
the	plotting	machine	or	printer.	
You	 can	 order	 the	 Twister	 in	
two	variants,	for	either	2”	(5,08	
cm)	or	3”	(7,62	cm)	diameter	roll	
cores.

Rollable film stand for 2” or 
3” film rolls

The	 “Single”	 is	 used	 for	 in-
house	 transport	 of	 heavy	me-
dia	rolls.	Of	course,	 it	can	also	
be	used	for	permanent	storage.
You	can	order	your	Twister	Sin-
gle in two variants, for either 2” 
(5,08	cm)	or	3”	(7,62	cm)	diam-
eter roll cores.

Double your Twister’s 
capacity!

With the Twister VEGO 
Bracket,	you	can	store	18	film	
rolls	on	only	0.3	square	meters	
of space!

Product features:

from 84,90 €
+ VAT & shipping

Twister

Twister Single

Twister VEGO Bracket

TwisterSlot Stripe 
Narrow floor shelf for space-saving storage 
of 7 rolls of vinyl film

TwisterSlot 6 & 9

TwisterSlot Stripe
• net weight: 4 kg
• capacity: up to 7 rolls,  
 max. roll width 150 cm
• dimensions 
 (L x W x H): 119 x 20 x 23 cm
• sturdy multiplex construction
• Quality product  
 Made in Germany

TwisterSlot 6er & 9er:
• mobile film roll holder for 6 or  
 9 rolls
• sturdy wooden construction
• max. load capacity:  
 up to 200 kg
• freely rotatable castors

• material: multiplex wood, 
 coated
• dimensions 
 (W x H x L): 55 x 23 x 40 cm
• net weight: 4.4 kg
• capacity: 6 film rolls, max. 
 diameter 17 cm per roll
• Quality product  
 Made in Germany

mobile film roll holder

Twister Slot is the latest member of the Yello-
tools Twister family: With this mobile film roll 
holder, up to 9 rolls can be stored on only 
0.3 m² of space and pushed from the storage 
area to the printer, plotter, etc. and back as 
required.

In addition, Twister Slot offers the possibility 
of lifting the heavy rolls by using the TimStick, 
which is easy on the back, and then placing 
them back on the roll holder: The recesses in 
the base plate are dimensioned in such a way 
that the hook-shaped end of the TimStick 
can be inserted precisely into the roll core. 
A frame on the bottom of the Twister serves 
as a guide. The lifting aid is designed so that 
the lifted rolls can be placed horizontally on 
the cutting table, plotter or printer in a single 
motion.

The four milled 
holes of the base 
plate also allow the 
Twister Slot to be 
pulled around with 
the TimStick. The 
TimStick can then 
be placed within 
easy reach in the 
separately available 
TimStick Station.

We offer the Twister 
Slot in two variants, 
either for 6 or 9 
rolls with a roll core 
diameter of 3” (7.62 
cm).

With the Twister Slot Stripe, we are 
expanding the range of products around 
the new TimStick: the practical lifting aid 
can be used with both the rollable Twister 
Slot and this narrow floor shelf. It allows 
you to make optimal use of the available 
storage space, especially in smaller premises: 
Simply place the Twister Slot Stripe next to, 
behind or between your printers and plotters.  

The rolls are then 
directly within 
reach.  The woo- 
den crosses are 
designed to fit 
roll cores with a 
diameter of 3”.

Example image

Example image
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Thanks to this brilliant idea from our 
customer Tim Lafrance of East Coast 
Sign & Design in Lewiston, USA, the 
annoying bending down when handling 
heavy rolls of film is now a thing of the 
past. The TimStick in combination with 
the Twister Slot or Twister Stripe Slot 
is the ideal aid for storing rolls of film. 
The ergonomically shaped handle 
allows you to lift heavy rolls of film 
with ease: simply hook the end of the 
TimStick into the core of the film roll 
and lift it up, holding the upper end 
of the roll with your other hand. The 
film material is then carried horizontally 
to the printer or plotter and placed there. The 
entire process is done with no need to bend 
down.

The TimStick has two milled grip areas, one at 
the upper end and one slightly lower, around 
the middle of the stick. The lower grip section 
is good for lifting smaller rolls of film up to 
about 1 metre in width.
When the loaded Twister Slot needs to be 
moved from its storage place to the printer, 
plotter or cutting table, it can easily be pulled 

using the TimStick. The lifting aid can then be 
placed in the separately available TimStick 
Station, where it is always ready to hand.

The TimStick
Lifting film rolls easily and back-friendly! 

When the TimStick is not needed, it can be 
stored in the TimStick Station directly at the 
Twister Slot or Twister Stripe Slot. 

A pivot at the lower end fits into a recess in 
the base plate of the TimStick Station, while 
the upper end of the lifting aid leans against 
the holder through a cut-out.

The TimStick is then safely stored so that it 
cannot fall out of the holder.

TimStick Station
Holder for Yellotools TimStick

Mobile film stand with 
turning top for 2” or 3” roll 
cores

The roll holder can be easily 
moved	 from	A	 to	 B,	 locked	 in	
place	with	 the	 four	 heavy-du-
ty stop casters, and rotated on 
the spot.

Labeling cards for film rolls

MediaCards label all roll media 
with 2” or 3” cores. The hang-
ing version MediaCards Hook 
is also available. Several info 
boxes on the cards provide 
enough	 space	 for	 important	
product	information.

Film roll clips 

These handy clips hold roll me-
dia	securely	together	and	save	
you	lots	of	adhesive	and	mask-
ing tape.

The	 high-quality	 plastic	 com-
pound	 is	 free	 of	 carcinogenic	
plasticizers	 and	 ensures	 opti-
mal shape recovery.

Product features:

from 19,90 €
+ VAT & shipping

Twister Magnum

Mediacards

Speedclip

The TimStick
• lifting aid for film rolls
• back-friendly lifting, transport and storage
• two ergonomically shaped handle areas
• compatible with 
 Twister Slot / Twister Stripe Slot
• material: coated Multiplex wood
• Quality product Made in Germany

TimStick Station
• holder for TimStick lifting aid
• compatible with 
 Twister Slot / Twister Stripe Slot
• material: coated multiplex wood
• Dimensions (L x W x H): 7 x 12 x 65 cm
• Quality product Made in Germany
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Sign makers use a variety of mate-
rials such as acrylic glass, wood, forex, 
glass, metal and multi-layered mate-
rials such as Dibond in the produc-
tion of signage, illuminated signs and 
other promotional displays. These are 
commonly available in the form of  
differently sized sheets. Depending on the 
size of the workshop, it can be difficult to 
store these sheets in a space-saving and 
secure manner. Usually, they are then 
placed wherever there is free space.

With the YelloSheetSlider, we offer a  
height-adjustable wall rack for storing 
material sheets of different sizes. Mounting 
it on the wall ensures safe storage and 
removal at any height.

The YelloSheetSlider is adjustable in height 
at three different positions:

• Position 1: for small-format sheets up 
to 1.09 m of width

• Position 2: for medium-format sheets 
up to 1.29 m of width

• Position 3: for large format panels up 
to 1.50 m of width

The length of the rack can be extended by 
connecting multiple sections together. Each 
section extends the YelloSheetSlider by 1 
meter. The usable depth is 10 cm.

Shelf for vinyl remnants 
WITHOUT core

• sturdy	wooden	construction 
	 (	2x	H	90	cm	x	T	11	cm)
• hole	diameter	ca.	8	cm
• Made in Germany
• space-saving storage
• optional	wall	or	under	table	 
	 mounting
• individually	mountable	width

YelloSpare brackets

Wall holder for films and 
print materials 

The	 easy-to-mount	 wooden	
brackets contain several wood-
en “ball bearings” that hold the 
freshly printed media ready 
for degassing and drying in a 
simple,	quick	and	space-saving	
way.

Film roll rack for wall 
installation

• solid	multiplex	construction
• untreated	birch	plywood
• load	capacity:	up	to	10	kg 
 per roll
• horizontal	or	vertical 
 alignment

Yellomonkey

Twister wallmount

Product features:

139,00 €
+ VAT & shipping

YelloSheet Slider
Adjustable sheet material storage rack

• wall rack for sheet materials
• adjustable size for different  
 material formats
• dimensions 
 (W x H): 100 x 126 cm
• material: multiplex wood, 
 coated

• max. load capacity: 150 kg 
 (when mounted properly)
• The YelloSheetSlider is 
 delivered unassembled. 
 Illustrated assembly 
 instrutions are of course 
 included.
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The Yellotools BodyGuardKnife is the 
ideal knife for cutting all kinds of films and 
vinyls. It protects the surface of the 
material as well as the substrate from 
damage thanks to its sturdy stainless 
steel blade guide: A special Teflon pad 
increases the gliding properties and 
guarantees a clean and safe cut.
Self-adhesive films, silicone and 
backing papers can be cut separately or 

together with this high-quality specialty 
knife. The ergonomic handle pads and 
the refined surfaces of the knife holders 
make the BodyGuardKnife a “must-have” 
for professional signmakers.

Wrap-U-ezee Flat
Application aid for protruding vehicle parts 

BodyGuardKnife
Special-purpose knife for film backing 
papers 

GeckoPatch
The magnetic solution for non-magnetic surfaces

Product features:

Car mirror wrapping aid

Since	 the	 film	 is	 evenly	 pre-
stretched with this tool, the 
risk	of	overstretching	in	critical	
areas	 such	 as	 mirror	 housing	
edges	 is	 significantly	 reduced:	
The	 film	 material	 is	 stretched	
less and adheres more even-
ly	 than	 with	 a	 purely	 manual	
application	 without	 using	 the	
Wrap-U-ezee.

Magnetic squeegees 
for signmaking and car 
wrapping

Thanks	 to	 the	powerful	mag-
netic	force,	this	squeegee	can	
also	 be	 used	 for	 positioning	
and aligning digital prints and 
plotted	graphics!

Titanium replacement 
blades set for the 
BodyGuardKnife

With these extra-sharp re-
placement	 blades,	 you	 can	
cut	 effortlessly,	 precisely	 and	
cleanly	 through	 backing	 pa-
pers, for example when de-
signing	advertising	materials.

Wrap-U-Ezee

Tonny MAG Basic

Titan Blades 10 pack

Wrap-U-ezee Flat
• Application aid for exterior  
 mirrors  
 and other automotive attach 
 ments
• fast workflow during  
 application
• even adhesion of the film

GeckoPatch
• self-adhesive pads with metal 
 plate
• sticks to all smooth surfaces
• reusable as often as you like

BodyGuardKnife
• vinyl film liner cutter for clean 
 & safe cuts
• excellent gliding properties
• glide  base with high-quality 
 Teflon pad (pad can be 
 ordered separately)
• optional Teflon gliding foot 
 (can be ordered separately)

The regular Wrap-U-ezee is the perfect 
application aid for wrapping large and 
protruding vehicle add-on parts such as 
exterior mirrors.

The concept of a U-shaped wrapping ring 
can also be applied to smaller or lower-pro-
file parts: With the Wrap-U-ezee Flat, 
door handles and GPS antennas are vinyl 
wrapped directly on the vehicle without 
having to remove them. 

GeckoPatches are available in four variants: 
sizes S, M and L are particularly suitable for 
flat surfaces, and the GeckoPatch Flexi is also 
usable on curved surfaces and even around 
corners!
The self-adhesive pads can be removed 
without leaving any residue and serve not 
only as a mounting aid, but also to “park” 
tools such as our WrapSticks (except Eco) 
or the TonnyMag Basic magnetic squeegee 
within reach. 

from 26,15 €
+ VAT & shipping

from 10,38 €
+ VAT & shipping

26,10 €
+ VAT & shipping
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The fairground is calling!

Wachrütteln goes into the next round, and we are 
looking forward to welcoming you again this year in 
Windeck!

For the 15th edition of our big signmakers event, 
we have chosen the theme “fairground”: We want 
to celebrate with you in a vibrant and joyful way, 
network and learn from each other.

WHAT AWAITS YOU:

• Motto: Fairground
• News about printing methods
• Skilled and experienced experts with tips & 

tricks on all aspects of signmaking
• Workshops: PPF, interior and car wrapping
• Hands-on project: Get yourself involved!
• Demonstrations of our latest products
• Themed food & beverages
• Creative games & evening party
• Renowned exhibitors

tickets available 
HERE!

Scan &
have fun!

YELLOTOOLS 
H E A D Q U A R T E R S

Wilberhofener Str. 1 + 3 
51570 Windeck, Germany 

www.yellotools.com 
Phone. :  +49 (0)  22 92  /  397 40-30 

Fax:  +49 (0)  22 92  /  397 40-49 
E-Mai l :  sa les@yel lotools .com

#yellotools /yellotools

Date and time:  
June 24, 2023 from 12:00 h 

 
Ticket price: 49,90 € plus VAT

Webshop




